PNM SOLAR SOLUTIONS
FOR LARGE CUSTOMERS
The PNM Green
Energy Rider No.
47 was created for
large customers
with a demand of
10MW’s or more,
who prefer to have
a new, dedicated,
renewable resource to serve their energy needs. The renewable
facility must be at least 10MW’s-AC or greater in size.
PNM customers who opt for service under this rate will be able
to take advantage of the net metering benefits which means
only buying electricity from PNM when you have used more
energy than your system produced in a given billing period.
For full terms and requirements, please review the PNM Rate
Schedule 36B and PNM Rider No. 47 at pnm.com/rates.

LOOKING FOR MORE OPTIONS?

PNM is proud to partner with our customers to meet their
sustainability goals. The energy industry is in a state of
transition, and we know our customers have evolving needs
as well. We are here to work with you to identify, develop
and implement energy programs to meet your unique needs,
and we look forward to serving you and innovating business
through energy and technology.

PNM ENERGY EFFICIENCY
PROGRAMS

Renewable Energy Options

Helping customers save
money by becoming more
energy-smart is a significant
part of what we do. PNM
began the energy efficiency
programs in 2007 and since
then, the programs have
provide significant savings for our customers.
• $88 million in customer energy efficiency rebates
• Saved nearly 3.8 billion kilowatt hours of electricity enough to power approximately 562,225 homes for a year
• Kept nearly 2.3 million metric tons of CO2 out of the air
• Saved 1.3 billion gallons of water
PNM offers a variety of rebates, discounts and energy-saving
tips that can help our customers save money and energy.
Please visit pnm.com/save for more information.

Partnering with
Customers on
Clean Energy
Solutions

Customer Service
(888) DIAL-PNM (1-888-342-5766)
Business Customers
(888) 245-3659

RENEWABLE ENERGY OPTIONS
New Mexico has mild
weather patterns
that benefit our
communities by
helping keep energy
usage lower than
most states. Our
climate is ideal for
renewable energy generation with favorable solar capacity
factors and high full-power sun hours per year. When combined
with lower land cost, state tax rates, and other project costs,
we have the ability to offer some of the lowest solar pricing in
the country. New Mexico also has potential to expand our
wind generation capacity . As a result of our partnerships with
key stakeholders in the state, we created a regulatory
framework that benefits our customers who are looking for
renewable options.
Our generation portfolio reflects the renewable-rich resources
offered in New Mexico and because we are committed to
reducing our reliance on fossil fuel generation, we have plans
to incorporate even more renewables in the near future.
Currently, our diverse generation mix includes Coal, Nuclear,
Natural Gas, Solar, Wind, and Geothermal resources. We are
meeting New Mexico’s 20 percent Renewable Portfolio
Standard and plan to surpass the state by committing to
a zero-carbon portfolio by 2040 – five years ahead of the
State goal.

SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAMS
We wholly support sustainability and believe that energy
can and should be used efficiently. Our focus is on creating
enduring value for the customers and communities we serve.
As part of that focus, we are proud to offer our customers a
wide range of products:
• Including a build-your-own approach to energy efficiency
• Analytics-based and customized demand response options
• Voluntary renewable energy subscriptions in wind and solar
• A green tariff for customers who prefer to have dedicated
renewable facilities to serve them.

PNM SKY BLUE®
PNM Sky Blue is
New Mexico’s own
home-grown source
of 100% locally
generated, clean
energy. PNM Sky
Blue uses 22,000
solar panels from
our facility in Los
Lunas plus wind
purchased from the
New Mexico Energy
Center near Fort
Sumner to give our
customers an easy,
affordable way to
show their support
for clean energy.
There are no contracts to sign, and you can start, stop or
change your subscription at any time and with no penalty.
As little as $1.70 per month is all it takes to support clean,
renewable energy here in New Mexico. Since we already
supply 15 percent of your electricity with renewable energy,
you can subscribe for up to 85 percent of your use.
Please visit pnm.com/pnmskyblue for more details.

PNM CUSTOMER
SOLAR ENERGY PROGRAM
The PNM Customer Solar Energy Program is for customers
interested in installing solar power on their home or
commercial building to generate some or all of their own
electricity through interconnection.
Interconnection is available to any PNM customer, residential
or business that installs a qualified system to the PNM power
grid. To help customers with this, we have developed an
interconnection procedure and safety standards for a safe and
reliable system.
Customers are
granted net
metering benefits
when they install
and interconnect a
qualified system to
the PNM power grid.
This means only
buying electricity
from PNM when you
have used more energy than your system produced in a given
billing period. Some customers may also qualify for other
incentives offered by PNM for solar renewable energy credits
or renewable energy credits (REC).
Please visit pnm.com/interconnection-process for more
details. You can also contact us at SolarPV@PNM.com or call
505 241-2750.

